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Abstract: In view of the characteristics of the randomness and uncertainty of basin initial water rights allocation scheme
evaluation, this paper, integrating the Dempster-Shafer (D-S) evidence theory and the grey clustering evaluation method,
researches on the evaluation method of allocation scheme. Taking advantages of D-S evidence theory and the compactcenter-point triangular whitenization weight function (CCTWF) in processing and integrating the uncomplete information,
the grey clustering evaluation model based on D-S evidence theory is proposed. The integrated clustering coefficients matrix is obtained by using the grey clustering evaluation method based on CCTWF, and we look each clustering
object as an evidence. Then, D-S evidence theory is used to obtain the belief function of every evidence with application
of Dempster’s combination rule, and the result of scheme evaluation in terms of the principle of selecting maximum value
of belief functions. Finally, we take the evaluation of basin initial water rights allocation scheme of Dalinghe River in
China for instance to demonstrate the practicability and effectiveness of this model.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Owing to the impact of human activities and climate
change, the increasing water demands, unreliable water supplies and deteriorated water systems make the condition of
the shortage of water resourses exacerbated gradually [1, 2].
Now water shortage has been considered as a major obstacle
to sustainable development of water resources, specially in
society and economy [3, 4]. In China, this problem of water
shortage, which may be resulted by the explosion of urban
population, uneven distribution of water resources in time
and space, water contamination or low efficiency of water
utilization etc, becomes more serious and restricts the social
and economic development of some areas in this country [5].
In order to resolve the serious shortage of water resources in
China, Chinese government put forward “the strictest water
resources management system” in 2010, and set up “the
three red lines” to assure this system implemented. “The
three red lines” includes: the red line of water resources development, the red line of controlling water-use efficiency
and the red line of controlling wastewater emission of water
functional area [6]. The theory and practice of basin initial
water rights allocation must adapt to the requirements of this
system.
The allocation of basin initial water rights is a process to
achieve a equitable allocation of the basin initial water rights
among basin natural water rights, initial water rights of provinces and government reserved water of basin according to
certain rules [7]. And It’s also an important approach to
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bring about fair, reasonable and effective water resources
allocation among various regions and businesses [8]. To take
account of the current situation of water scarcity, establishing water rights institution on the basis of initial water rights
allocation can improve water allocation efficiency among
various water using sectors or regions, because it will stimulate water users to establish internal incentive and constraint
mechanism of energy saving and emission reduction [9, 10].
The allocation of basin initial water rights to determine annual water use caps for different users in a reasonable and
transparent way underpins better water resources management [11]. “Coase Theorem” states that the basin initial water rights allocation is conductive to define property rights
and reduce transaction costs [12].
In recent decades, along with the implement of “the
strictest water resources management system”, much attentions have been focused on water rights allocation system for
optimizing allocation of water resources in China [5, 13-15].
The performance of the basin initial water rights allocation
scheme directly affects the efficiency of water resources
utilization. Hence, for the constraints of “the strictest water
resources management system”, establishing scientific and
systematic evaluation index system and effective evaluation
method of allocation scheme is critical to guide water resources management. An initial allocation of water rights is
often complicated with a number of economic, social, environment, political and technical facters, coupled with vaurious uncertainties and randomness [2]. So it need to construct
a logical evaluation method with multiple perspectives.
As a result, a large number of efforts were undertaken in
developing evaluation method for solving (to reflect these)
uncertainty and random problems. According to the actual
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situation of basin in the world, many researchers and scholars have contributed methods of the basin initial water rights
allocation scheme evaluation. The commonly used evaluation methods mainly include Lattice-Order Theory [13],
Fuzzy Mathmatics [16], Analytic Hierarchy Process(AHP)
[17], Data Envelopment Analysis(DEA) [18], and Grey
Clustering Evaluation [19-22]. Although these methods or
models have been used widely and successfully in dealing
with uncertainty and random problems, there are some limitations when they are applied in basin initial water rights
allocation scheme evaluation. Lattice-Order Theory is effective to select the optimal deployment from several schemes,
but usually inappropriate to evaluate a scheme. Fuzzy
Mathmatics and AHP are over-dependent on expert’decisions, and ignore the trait and uncertainty information contained in the data, which makes the result a little
subjective to some extent. Owing to the problems of statistics data quality and measurement error, abnormal data may
occur during the process of evaluation. The stability of the
results by DEA is very sensitive to outliers. Grey clustering
evaluation is part of the grey system theory, which is suitable
for evaluating objects only with partial and uncertainty information. Whitenization weight function is the key technology to grey clustering evaluation and directly affects the
evaluation reliability [14]. Whitenization weight function
refers to the preference for different values of a grey variable
within its scope.
To address the construction of whitenization weight function, a number of optimization techniques were developed,
and is widely used in the fields of evaluation research, such
as resources allocation, traffic safety and the construction of
road system, the information system functional requirements,
web sites [14, 19, 21-27]. Liu and Zhu developed whitenization weight function and proposed the grey clustering
evaluation method based on the end-point triangular whitenization weight function (ETWF) to evaluate the construction of universities [19]. Besides, Liu and Xie did further
research on the theory of ETWF, proposed the grey clustering evaluation method based on the center-point triangular
whitenization weight function(CTWF), and proved that
CTWF precedes ETWF in several aspects, such as the crossing properties of a grey cluster, rules for choosing end-points
and clustering coefficients [23]. Motivated by the ideas of
grey clustering evaluation based on ETWF and CTWF,
Zhang et al. proposed grey clustering evaluation based on
the compact-center-point triangular whitenization weight
function (CCTWF) by taking the problem of which the division of grey clustering interval of triangular whitenization
weight function is lack of certain scientific ideals as the
breakthrough point, and applied it in the evaluation of basin
initial water rights allocation scheme [14].
However, according to the principle of the maximum
clustering coefficient value, grey clustering evaluation based
on CCTWF can merely determine the grey clustering result,
which makes the uncertainty information of the clustering
objects obtained from the grey clusters hardly appropriate.
At present, some researchers and scholars have integrated
grey clustering evaluation and D-S evidence theory, to study
post-evaluation for the public investment projects, wherein
grey clustering evaluation based on whitenization weight
function is applied to determine the grey clustering coeffi-
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cient value, and D-S evidence theory is used to obtain the
belief function of each evidence with application of Dempster’s combination rule [28-32].
Motivated by the ideas of integrating grey clustering
evaluation and D-S evidence theory, based on the previous
researches, this paper, taking advantages of CCTWF and DS evidence theory in processing and integrating the uncomplete information, proposes a grey clustering evaluation
model based on D-S evidence theory. The integrated clustering coefficients matrix is obtained by using the grey clustering evaluation method based on CCTWF, and we look each
clustering object as an evidence. Then, the D-S evidence
theory is used to obtain the belief function of each evidence
with application of Dempster’s combination rule, and the
result of scheme evaluation is reached from the principle of
the maximum belief functions value.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: the
next section briefly introduces the procedure of constructing
the grey clustering evaluation model based on D-S evidence
theory, which can be summarized as obtaining the grey clustering result of each criteria by the grey clustering evaluation
method based on CCTWF and combinatting the comprehensive evaluation result of allocation scheme based on D-S
evidence theory. In Section 3, the new method is applied to
evaluate the basin initial water rights allocation scheme of
Dalinghe River to demonstrate its feasibility and practicability. The final section concludes by discussing our findings.
2. MODELING FORMULATION
The procedure of grey clustering evaluation model based
on D-S evidence theory can be summarized as follows: (1)
By calculating the integrated clustering coefficients matrix
by the grey clustering evaluation method based on CCTWF,
then we get the grey clustering result of each criteria in terms
of the principle of selecting the maximum value of clustering
coefficients. (2) By combinatting the belief function of each
evidence with application of Dempster’s combination rule,
we get the result of allocation scheme evaluation in terms of
the principle of selecting the maximum value of belief functions. Fig. (1) shows a flowchart for constructing the grey
clustering evaluation model based on D-S evidence theory.
2.1. Obtain the Grey Clustering Result of Each Criteria
We can calculate the integrated clustering coefficients
matrix by the grey clustering evaluation method based on
CCTWF. The procedure for calculating the integrated clustering coefficients matrix can be generated as follows:
For describe it properly, we make the following assumptions:

S = {The comprehensive evaluation of an initial water rights }
allocation scheme } : evaluation (clustering) object set;
O = {O1 ,O2 ,O3 ,O4 } = {Society, Economic, Ecology, Efficiency}
: evaluation sub-object(criteria) set;

k , k ! {1, 2,3, 4}: evaluation grey categories, corresponding to poor type, general type, good type and excellent type
respectively;
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Fig. (1). Flowchart for constructing the grey clustering evaluation model based on D-S evidence theory.
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Fig. (2). A sketch of constructing the compact-center-point triangular whitenization weight function.
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Eq. (1). Fig. (2) shows a sketch of constructing the compactcenter-point triangular whitenization weight function.

Step 3: The integrated clustering coefficients for the
evaluation criteria Oi belonging to the grey cluster k given
by:
m

( )

! ik = # f jk x ij " ij
j=1

(2)

where the weight of evaluation index ! ij is determined by
the method of triangular fuzzy number [33].
Then, we have the integrated clustering coefficients matrix for evaluation criteria Oi as

(! ik )4"4

#! 1
% 1
%! 1
= % 21
%! 3
%! 1
$ 4

! 12 ! 13 ! 14 &
(
! 22 ! 23 ! 24 (
(
! 32 ! 33 ! 34 (
! 42 ! 43 ! 44 ('

2.2. Combinate the Comprehensive Evaluation Result
of Scheme Based on D-S Evidence Theory

By combinatting the belief function of each evidence
with application of Dempster’s combination rule, we get the
result of allocation scheme evaluation in terms of the principle of selecting the maximum value of belief functions. The
main procedure for combinatting the comprehensive evaluation result of the initial water rights allocation scheme based
on D-S evidence theory is to first determine the basic probability assignments by analyzing evidence ! ik . Then, the D-S
evidence theory is used to obtain the belief function of each
evidence with application of Dempster’s combination rule.
Finally, We can have the comprehensive evaluation result of
allocation scheme based on the principle of the maximum
belief function value. The procedure for combinatting the
comprehensive evaluation result can be generated as:
Step 1: Determine the basic probability assignments.
Let != {A1 , A 2 , A 3 , A 4 } = { poor type, general type, }good

Step 4: We can have the grey clustering result of each
criteria based on the principle of the maximum clustering
*

coefficient value. Assuming max " ik = " ik , we say that the
1!k!4

the maximum value of clustering coefficients, the grey clustering result of each criteria can be obtained. (2) Every clustering coefficient should be considered as an evidence to
comprehensively evaluate the initial water rights allocation
scheme.

{ }

evaluation criteria Oi belongs to the grey cluster k ! . It
means that we can choose the maximal element of a grey
clustering coefficient as the clustering result. When more
than one objects belong to the grey cluster k ! , we can sort
these objects according to the size of its integrated clustering
coefficients, then determine seating arrangement or quality
of each object belonging to the grey cluster k ! .
Based on the above integrated clustering coefficients matrix, we get the following results: (1) In terms of selecting

type, excellent type

}

be the discernment frame of the ba-

sin initial water rights allocation scheme, the basic probability assignments belong to the grey clustering coefficient can
be calculated by:

mi ( Ak ) =

! ik

(3)

4

"!

k
i

k=1

where i = 1, 2,3, 4; k = 1, 2,3, 4 . For any k , there exsits i0 ,
such that ! ik0 " 0 .
Then, the basic probability assignments matrix is expressed by:
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Step 2: Combinate the belief function by Dempster’s rule
of combination.
(1) For describe it properly, this paper first describes
Dempster’s rule of combination. Given some basic probability assignments m1 , m2 , L , m4 defined on the frame of ! ,
four focal elements as A1 , A 2 , A 3 , A 4 , the belief function
that results from the application of Dempster’s rule combination is given by
n
(
* $ " mi ( Ai )
*
(4)
m( Ai ) = (m1 ! m2 ! m3 ! m4 )(Ai ) = ) A1#L# A4 = A i=1
, A&'
*
1% K
*+0 ,
A='

where Ai ! Aj = ", i # j denotes that the two incompatible
propositions respectively attained reliabilities by the two
n

$ !m (A )
i

i

Based on Dempster’s rule of combination as Eq.(4), we
obtain the belief functions as m( Ai ) = (m1 ! m2 ! m3 ! m4 )

(Ai ), i = 1, 2,3, 4 .
(2) The case of existing the problem of “0 Absolutization” in evidential reasoning. If there exists the problem of
“0 Absolutization” defined by Xu et al. in the process of the
evidence combination [34], the weight value will be distorted caused by the over conflict on that problem. Hence,
we can improve the basic probability assignment value by
adjust set function to solve this problem. The basic idea is to
take apart certain set function: the part closed to the original
value is still assigned to the original assumption; the other
small part is assigned to the assumption that set function is
“0”.
If there exist i0 , j0 ! {1, 2,3, 4} , such that m j0 ( Ai0 ) = 0 .
Without loss of generality, we can assume

m j0 ( Ai0 )=! min{m j ( Ai0 ) " 0, j = 1, 2,3, 4}

(5)

where ! > 0 is determined according to its special combination situation. The value of m j0 ( Ai0 ) can be split from the
assignment

value

(1) Assuming max {m( Ai ), i = 1, 2,3, 4} = m( Ai0 ) , we say
1! i ! 4

that the maximum value by Dempster’s rule of combination
belongs to the focal element Ai0 .
(2) If there exists the problem of “0 Absolutization” in
evidential reasoning. Assuming max m* ( Ai ), i = 1, 2,3, 4
1!i!4

{

}

*

= m ( Ai* ) , we say that the maximum value by Dempster’s
rule of combination belongs to the focal element Ai* .
Accordding to the correspondence between the grey
categorie and the focal element, we have the comprehensive
evaluation result of allocation scheme belongs to certain grey
categorie on the basis of the above method.
3. CASE STUDY

degree of conflict, which measures the conflict among the
evidences [32]. The bigger the value K , the greater the conflict. Hence, the value of K is used to reflect the degree of
conflict among the evidences.

probability

Step 3: Analysis of comprehensive evaluation result. We
can have the focal element based on the principle of the
maximum belief function value.

denotes the

A1"L" A4 =# i=1

basic

11

Thus, by the Eq.(5) to improve the basic probability assignment value, we have the improved basic probability assignments matrix as M 2 . Again, by Dempster’s rule of combination as Eq.(4), we have the belief functions as
m* ( Ai ) = (m1* ! m2* ! m3* ! m4* )(Ai ), i = 1, 2,3, 4 .

! m ( A ) m ( A ) m ( A ) m ( A )$
2
1
3
1
4
1
# 1 1
&
#m1 ( A2 ) m2 ( A2 ) m3 ( A2 ) m4 ( A2 )&
M1 = #
&
# m1 ( A3 ) m2 ( A3 ) m3 ( A3 ) m4 ( A3 )&
#"m ( A ) m ( A ) m ( A ) m ( A )&%
1
4
2
4
3
4
4
4

evidences exist conflict; K =
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max{m j ( Ai ), j =
0

1, 2,3, 4} . The basic probability assignments values will be
improved again until the values exceed the minimum value
allowed for the conflict.

3.1. General Situation and Research Value of Study Area
Dalinghe River is the largest single flow in the western
of Liaoning province in China. The length of the trunk
stream is about 435 km and the basin area is about 23837
km2. The river stretches across the provinces of Liaoning,
Inner Mongolia and Hebei. Its basin area in Liaoning is
20285 km2, which accounts for 85.1% of the whole. This
region belongs to the typical continental monsoon climate
characterized by hot and rainy summers, cold and dry winters, which results in uneven amount of precipitation of year
and rainfall is concentrated in July and August. Meanwhile
the average rainfall of years increases by degrees from north
to south. The annual mean precipitation of this basin is between 400mm and 600mm. The per capita possession of water resources of this basin is merely 392m3, which accounts
for 18% of the national level. In spite of the shortage and
conflict of water resources, the frame work, such as the comprehensive scheme of social and economic development of
this basin, and the comprehensive scheme of water resources, are relatively complete. Hence, this article selects
the initial water rights allocation scheme of Dalinghe River
as a case to study.
3.2. Initial Water Rights Allocation Scheme of Dalinghe
River
According to the society, economy and water resource
plan of Dalinghe River, on the basis of the compound system
optimization model, we have the initial water rights allocation scheme of Dalinghe River in the programming year
(2030) [7, 8]. The scheme is shown in Table 1.

12
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Table 1.

The initial water rights allocation scheme of Dalinghe River in 2030. (Unit: 104 m3).

City

Domestic Water
Rights

Agricultural
Water Rights

Industrial
Water Rights

Tertiary Industry
Water Rights

Ecological
Water Rights

Total

Chifeng

1091.40

2947.31

0

97.04

56.79

4192.54

Tongliao

180.57

2980.68

130.98

38.94

6.45

3337.62

subtotal

1271.97

5927.99

130.98

135.98

63.24

7530.16

Jinzhou

2285.72

17603.83

5394.52

440.86

267.37

25992.30

Fuxin

5652.91

8289.24

8960.92

1518.73

996.61

25418.42

Chaoyang

10037.92

28470.28

16623.27

1582.84

1224.95

57939.26

Panjin

15.59

12219.31

38.79

0

1.02

12274.71

Huludao

927.84

3822.99

653.32

119.67

85.66

5609.49

subtotal

18919.98

70405.65

31670.82

3662.10

2575.61

127234.18

Chengde

118.48

735.31

130.26

12.72

3.20

999.97

20310.43

77068.95

31932.06

3810.80

2642.05

135764.30

Province

Inner
Mongolia

Liaoning

Hebei
Total

Table 2.
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The Values and Weights of Evaluation Indexes of Allocation Scheme.

Object Layer

Criteria Layer

Index Layer

Index Value

Weight

Society

Regional satisfaction of water allocation (%) x 11

0.889

0.127

34.176

0.085

0.096

0.105

Water consumption per ten thousand yuan of industrial output (m ) x22

0.908

0.132

3

Water consumption per ten thousand yuan of tertiary industrial output (m ) x23

0.996

0.084

Water with green unit (m3) x31

0.030

0.119

Satisfaction of water with ecological environment (m ) x32

0.980

0.131

Utilization coefficient of agricultural water x41

0.621

0.073

Utilization coefficient of industrial water x 42

0.930

0.092

Utilization coefficient of tertiary industrial water x43

0.869

0.052

x1

3

Per-capita water allocation (m ) x 12
Water consumption per ten thousand yuan of agricultural output (m3) x21

Economic
The Comprehensive
Evaluation of an
Initial Water Rights
Allocation Scheme

x2

3

Ecology
x3

Efficiency
x4

3

4.3. The Comprehensive Evaluation Index System
4.3.1. Determine the Integrated Clustering Coefficients
Matrix
(1) Determine the values and weights of evaluation indexes
Based on the connotation and character of the compound
system optimization of Dalinghe River initial water rights
allocation [7, 8, 11], as well as the available research results
of comprehensive evaluation index system of initial water
rights allocation scheme of Dalinghe River, we establish the
comprehensive evaluation index system of the basin initial
water rights allocation scheme in terms of the investigation
and extensive collection of the basin data, and the basin research and interview work, and the suggestion by the river
basin administrative agencies and experts in the field of the
water environment and water resources, with methods of

literature reading, frequency analysis, attribute reduction
algorithm, and results reference. According to the related
data given by the available research results [7, 22], we get
the observation values of the evaluation indexes.
Then we figure out the index weights by the method of
triangular fuzzy number. Through the triangular fuzzy number to establish judgment matrix based on the importance of
evaluation indexes, we obtain the weights of the evaluation
indexes by using the third index of Yager to sort the complementary judgment matrix of triangular fuzzy number. As
shown in Table 2.
(2) Calculate the integrated clustering coefficient matrix
of the indexes of criteria layer
By using the grey clustering evaluation method based on
CCTWF, the initial water rights allocation scheme of Dalinghe River is evaluated comprehensively.
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The Grey Interval of Grey Cluster Based on the Compact-center-points.

Index

Poor Type

General Type

Good Type

Excellent Type

x11

0.3 ! x11 < 0.7

0.6 ! x11 < 0.8

0.75 ! x11 < 0.85

0.8 ! x11 < 1.0

x12

5 ! x12 < 15

15 ! x12 < 25

25 ! x12 < 35

35 ! x12 < 45

x21

0 ! x21 < 0.4

0.3 ! x21 < 0.5

0.5 ! x21 < 0.7

0.6 ! x21 < 1.0

x22

0.55 ! x22 < 0.75

0.7 ! x22 < 0.8

0.8 ! x22 < 0.9

0.9 ! x22 < 1.0

x23

0.75 ! x23 < 0.85

0.825 ! x23 < 0.875

0.875 ! x23 < 0.925

0.90 ! x23 < 1.0

x31

0.005 ! x31 < 0.035

0.028 ! x31 < 0.043

0.043 ! x31 < 0.058

0.05 ! x31 < 0.08

x32

0.5 ! x32 < 0.7

0.65 ! x32 < 0.75

0.75 ! x32 < 0.85

0.8 ! x32 < 1.0

x41

0.3 ! x41 < 0.7

0.6 ! x41 < 0.8

0.75 ! x41 < 0.85

0.8 ! x41 < 1.0

x42

0.5 ! x42 < 0.7

0.65 ! x42 < 0.75

0.75 ! x42 < 0.85

0.8 ! x42 < 1.0

x43

0.3 ! x43 < 0.7

0.6 ! x43 < 0.8

0.75 ! x43 < 0.85

0.8 ! x43 < 1.0

Table 4.

The Triangular Whitenization Weight Function of the Index Values.

Code

x11

x12

x21

x22

x23

x31

x32

x41

x42

x43

f j1 xij

0

0

0.48

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

ij

0

0

0

0

0

0.333

0

0.210

0

0

ij

0

0.824

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

ij

0.890

0

0

0.160

0.080

0

0.2

0

0.700

0.690

f

1
j

f

3
j

f j4

( )
(x )
(x )
(x )

13

f11 x11

( )

&
(0,
(
( x $ 0.3
= ' 11
,
( 0.5 $ 0.3
( 0.7 $ x11
,
(
) 0.7 $ 0.5

)

x11 ! "#0.3,0.7 ,
x11 % "#0.3,0.5 , f12 x11

)

( )

)

x11 % "#0.5,0.7 ,

&
(0,
(
( x $ 0.6
= ' 11
,
( 0.7 $ 0.6
( 0.8 $ x11
,
(
) 0.8 $ 0.7

&
&
x11 ! "#0.75,0.85 ,
(0,
(0,
(
(
( x $ 0.75
( x $ 0.8
= ' 11
, x11 % "#0.75,0.8 , f14 x11 = ' 11
,
( 0.8 $ 0.75
( 0.9 $ 0.8
( 0.85 $ x11
( 1.0 $ x11
, x11 % "#0.8,0.85 ,
,
(
(
) 0.85 $ 0.8
)1.0 $ 0.9

)

f13 x11

( )

)

( )

)

)

x11 ! "#0.6,0.8 ,

)

x11 % "#0.6,0.7 ,

)

x11 % "#0.7,0.8 ,

)

x11 ! "#0.8,1.0 ,

)

x11 % "#0.8,0.9 ,

)

x11 % "#0.9,1.0 ,

Step 1: Determine the grey interval of grey cluster.
k = 1, 2,3, 4 . For the observation value x11 of the clustering
Combining with the suggestion of this river basin adminisindex x1 , f1k x11 , k = 1, 2,3, 4 can be defined as:
trative agencies and experts in the field of water environment
and water resources, and the center-points of the grey cluster,
For x11 = 0.889 , we have f11 x11 , f12 x11 , f13 x11 , f14 x11
the compact-center-points of the grey cluster are determined.
1
Then, we can obtain the grey interval off grey
x11 cluster
, f12 x11on, the
f13 x11 , f14 x11 = 0,0,0,0.89 . Then, the others can be calculated
1
basis of the compact-center-points. As it is shown in Table 3.
similarly to the observation value x11 . As it is shown in Table 4.
Step 2: Calculate the triangular whitenization weight
Step 3: Calculate the integrated clustering coefficients
function of the index values. By the Eq.(1), we can calculate
matrix. By the Eq. (2), we have the integrated clustering cok
the triangular whitenization weight function f j xij ,
efficients matrix of the indexes of criteria layer as

( )

( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ))

( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )) (
( )

)

14
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$# 1
& 1
&# 1
= & 21
&# 3
&# 1
% 4
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# 12 # 13 # 14 ' $ 0
0
0.070 0.110'
) &
)
2
3
4
# 2 # 2 # 2 ) &0.050
0
0
0.027)
=
)
0.036
0
0.026)
# 32 # 33 # 34 ) & 0
&
)
0.020
0
0.100(
# 42 # 43 # 44 )( % 0

(3) Analysis of grey clustering result of each criteria
1) According to max " 1k = " 14 =0.110 , we can see that,
1!k!4

{ }

for the social rationality in this allocation, the evaluation
result of the initial water rights allocation scheme of Dalinghe River belongs to “excellent type” of the grey categories. That is to say, the allocation scheme can reflect the people’s wishes of water, and improve people’s satisfaction with
the initial water rights allocation scheme of Dalinghe River
very well. There is no need to redesign the allocation scheme
for the social rationality.
2) According to max " 2k = " 12 =0.050 , we can see that,
1!k!4

{ }

for the economic rationality in this allocation, the evaluation
result of the initial water rights allocation scheme of Dalinghe River belongs to “poor type” of the grey categories.
That is to say, the economic rationality in this allocation is at
a lower level. In fact, the ten thousand yuan per agricultural
water consumption of Panjin is 13728.98 m3, compared with
328.70 m3 of Chengde and 278.53
Chifeng,
techm1 A1m,3mof
A2 , m1 Aand
,m
A4
1
3
1
nology of water-saving irrigation of Panjin is extremely
poor, which indicates that the water-use efficiency of Panjin
is poorer than others. Therefore, on the one hand, the feasibility and effectiveness of the grey clustering evaluation
method based on CCTWF can be verified. on the other hand,
Panjin should take appropriate measures such as introducing
advanced technology to develop water-saving irrigation agriculture and reduce ten thousand yuan output value per agricultural water consumption, for improving the efficiency and
benefit of the water-use.

4.3.2. Combinate the Comprehensive Evaluation Result
with the Results of Each Criteria
(1) Determine the basic probability assignments
Let != {A1 , A 2 , A 3 , A 4 } = { poor type, general type, good

type, excellent type

}

} . By the Eq.(3), we can calculate the

basic probability assignments belong to the grey clustering
coefficients mi Ak , k = 1, 2,3, 4 . For the basic probability

( )

assignment m1 defined on the frame of ! , four focal ele-

( )

ments as A1 , A 2 , A 3 , A 4 , m1 Ak , k = 1, 2,3, 4 can be defined
as:
4

m1 A1 = ! 11

( )

4

"!

k
1

=0 , m1 A2 = ! 12

( )

k=1

"!

k
1

=0 ,

k=1

4

m1 A3 = ! 13

( )

"!

k
1

=0.389 ,

k=1

4

m1 A4 = ! 14

( )

"!

k
1

=0.611 ,

k=1

For m1 , we have

( m ( A ) , m ( A ) , m ( A ) , m ( A )) = (0,0,0.38
1

1

1

2

1

3

1

4

( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )) = (0,0,0.389,0.611) . Then, the others can be calculated simi-

3) According to max " 3k = " 32 =0.036 , we can see that,
1!k!4

{ }

for the ecological rationality in this allocation, the evaluation
result of the initial water rights allocation scheme of Dalinghe River belongs to “general type” of the grey categories.
Actually, the ecological water rights of Panjin according to
this allocation scheme is only 1.02 ! 104 m3 (0.08% of the
total of ecological water rights), while the total of ecological
water rights is 2642.05 ! 104 m3 (1.9% of the total of ecological water rights). Therefor, the initial water rights allocation scheme of Dalinghe River is not reasonable for the ecological rationality in this allocation to some extent.
4) According to max " 4k = " 44 =0.100 , we can see that,
1!k!4

{ }

larly to the basic probability assignment m1 . As it is shown
as follows:
! m ( A ) m ( A ) m ( A ) m ( A ) $ !0.000
2
1
3
1
4
1
# 1 1
& #
#m1 ( A2 ) m2 ( A2 ) m3 ( A2 ) m4 ( A2 )& #0.000
M =#
&=#
# m1 ( A3 ) m2 ( A3 ) m3 ( A3 ) m4 ( A3 )& #0.389
#"m ( A ) m ( A ) m ( A ) m ( A )&% " 0.611
1
4
2
4
3
4
4
4

0.649 0.000 0.000$
&
0.000 0.581 0.167&
0.000 0.000 0.000&
&
0.351 0.419 0.833%

(2) Combinate the belief function by Dempster’s rule of
combination
By Dempster’s rule of combination as Eq.(4), We can
combinate the belief function as
4

K1 = 1! K =

& " m ( A )=0.075
i

i

A1#L# A4 $% i=1

(m1 ! m2 ! m3 ! m4 )(A1 )=0 , (m1 ! m2 ! m3 ! m4 )(A2 )=0 ,
(m1 ! m2 ! m3 ! m4 )(A3 )=0 , (m1 ! m2 ! m3 ! m4 )(A4 )=1 .
Since m1 ( A1 )=m1 ( A2 )=m2 ( A2 )=m2 ( A3 )=m3 ( A1 )=m3 ( A3 )=m4

( A1 )=m4 ( A3 )=0 , there exists the problem of “0 Absolutization”. For

( m ( A ) , m ( A ) , m ( A ) , m ( A )) = (0,0,0.389,0.611)
1

1

1

2

1

3

1

4

for the efficiency rationality in this allocation, the evaluation
0,0,0.389,0.611 , we need to improve the values of the basic probabilresult of the initial water rights allocation scheme of Dality assignments by the Eq.(5) as
inghe River belongs to “excellent type” of the grey categories. That is to say, the allocation scheme seems excellent for
where we take ! = 0.1 to improve the value of the basic
the efficiency rationality in this allocation. There is no need
probability assignments as m1 ( A1 ),m1 ( A2 ) , which split from
to redesign the allocation scheme for the efficiency
the value of the basic probability assignment as
rationality.
min{m1 ( Ai ) ! 0, i = 1, 2,3, 4} . The basic probability assign-

(

)
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Transformation of "0 Absolutization"

=0.1
=0.1
=0.1
m1 ( A1 ) !0.000 $
m1* ( A1 ) !0.000 ('((
) 0.039 ('((
) 0.047 ('((
) 0.052 ) L ) 0.084$
#
&
#
&
*
' =0.1
' =0.1
' =0.1
m1 ( A2 ) #0.000 & ' =0.1 m1 ( A2 ) #0.000 (((
) 0.039 (((
) 0.047 (((
) 0.052 ) L ) 0.084&
(((
) *
=0.1
=0.1
=0.1
m1 ( A3 ) #0.389&
m1 ( A3 ) #0.389 ('((
) 0.350 ('((
) 0.342 ('((
) 0.337 ) L ) 0.305&
#
&
#
&
=0.1
=0.1
=0.1
) 0.572 ('((
) 0.564 ('((
) 0.559 ) L ) 0.528 &%
m1 ( A4 ) "0.611%
m1* ( A4 ) #"0.611 ('((

ments values will be improved again until the values exceed
the minimum value allowed for the conflict 0.080. Then, the

CONCLUSION

Taking advantages of D-S evidence theory and CCTWF
m1 A1 , m1 A2 , m1 Ain
,
m1 A4
processing
and integrating the uncomplete and uncertain
3
information, proposes the grey clustering evaluation model
m1 A1 , m1 A2 , m1 A3 , m1 A4 . As it is shown as follows:
based on D-S evidence theory. The integrated clustering coefficients matrix is obtained by using the grey clustering
! m* ( A ) m* ( A ) m* ( A ) m* ( A ) $
evaluation method based on CCTWF, and we take each clus1
1
2
1
3
1
4
1
#
&
*
*
*
*
tering object as an evidence. Then, the D-S evidence theory
#m ( A ) m2 ( A2 ) m3 ( A2 ) m4 ( A2 )&
M 2 = # 1* 2
=
is used to obtain the belief function of each evidence with
&
*
*
*
application of Dempster’s combination rule, and the result of
# m1 ( A3 ) m2 ( A3 ) m3 ( A3 ) m4 ( A3 )&
#m* ( A ) m* ( A ) m* ( A ) m* ( A )&
scheme evaluation is reached from the maximum value of
" 1 4
2
4
3
4
4
4 %
belief functions. Finally, Results of case study of the initial
!0.084 0.567 0.082 0.086$
water rights allocation scheme of Dalinghe River in China
#
&
indicate the feasibility and validity of the proposed method.
0.084
0.083
0.499
0.081
#
&
This new approach, according to fuse the appropriate con#0.305 0.083 0.082 0.086&
verted grey clustering coefficients based on Dempster’s rule,
#
&
"0.528 0.268 0.338 0.747%
make full use of the uncertainty information of the clustering
objects obtained from the grey clusters and reduce the inAgain, by Dempster’s rule of combination as Eq.(4), we
formation loss resulted by merely maximizing the grey coefhave the belief functions as
ficients.
others can be improved similarly to

( )

( )

( )

( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ))

( ))

4

K2 =

*
i

% ! m ( A )=0.036
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